Blockchain and other Distributed Ledger Technologies enable parties who are
distant or have no particular trust in each other, to record, verify and share
digital or digitised assets on a peer-to-peer basis with few to no intermediaries.

Infrastructure Security
Enables the integrity and immutability of
highly sensitive or classiﬁed data in
critical systems, aiming to quickly detect
breaches or vulnerabilities, or preventing
unauthorised uses or access.

On-demand Production
Facilitates secure access and transfer of
digital ﬁles for speciﬁc goods or parts, for
production only when volume of demand
requires, and through the manufacturing
lines of direct-to-consumer agile factories.

Content Management
Stores and authenticates ownership rights
and licensing terms for digital content,
allowing for authors or artists to know
when and who is using their work and to
be directly and immediately rewarded.

Resource Governance
Supports governance and distribution
models in cooperative farms based on a
shared registry of land property rights
and allocation of tokens representing
shares of harvested crops.

Decentralised Webs
Manages peer-to-peer hosting or renting
of spare computing resources and storage,
which enables sending and receiving
information across internets with no single
points of failure or censorship.

Microgrid Markets
Stands as a decentralised coordination
infrastructures in which prosumers might
directly trade locally produced renewable
energy with others in their communities
while beneﬁting from near real-time pricing.

Assets Tracking
Oﬀers unique registry and tracking system
for movements of goods along the supply
chain, allowing for reduction of
transportation time and costs in secure,
transparent, and paperless data ﬂows.
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Data Permissions
Allows for data from patients, researchers,
regulators or other parties to be timestamped
and cryptographically stored, under consent or
access agreements automatically enforced
through smart contracts.

Produce Provenance
Provides a permanent and authenticated
history of produce, using real-time data
to trace and prove origin, characteristics,
certiﬁed parties, and compliance with
health and safety standards.
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